Happy Hexie Quilt
45” x 55”
Hexies Fat Quarter bundle Upper and lower hexie pieces using Marti Mitchells 60° Diamond and Triangle ruler (63 of each)
Solid setting triangles 1/4 yard 14 - 7 from each Template (page 5)
Binding 1/3 yd. 5 - 2" Width of Fabric strips for double fold binding
Backing 2 7/8 yds. Cut in half crosswise (from selvedge to selvedge) and sewn together lengthwise

Other supplies: Basic sewing supplies, cutting mat, rotary cutter and 60° Diamond and Triangle ruler by Marti Mitchell, batting (at least 50" x 60").

Note: Seam allowances are 1/4" unless stated otherwise.

CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS:

Cut 4 1/2" strips from the fat quarters.

Cut lower hexie portions using the 60° Diamond and Triangle ruler.

Cut upper hexie portions. Note the orientation of the ruler. The bottom edge of the ruler says "Triangle base line". Align this edge with the either the top or bottom of the strip and cut accordingly.

Cut seven of each side setting triangle template of white solid.

Total lower hexies: 63
Total upper hexies: 63
Total solid triangles: 14
**ASSEMBLY:**

While it is possible to sew the pieced hexie portions together individually and assemble the units with setting triangles to form the quilt top, this can only be accomplished with Y seams. An easier method of assembly is to piece half units and sew them together in rows. This is the method used for these directions.

Arrange the pieces to your liking on your design wall (or floor, bed, etc.). See Page 4.

If possible, take a photo for reference. This will be useful if you cannot sew the quilt top in one sitting.

Sew the upper and lower hexie portions together. Make 63

The completed quilt top has 9 full hexies and 3 half hexies. Each row is made up of three halves plus side setting triangles. To assemble the quilt top, sew the pieced portions together as shown below. Refer to your photo for assistance with placement.

**Row A**

Sew the pieces together, matching the seams.

If necessary, square up the side triangles.

**Row B**

Sew the pieces together, matching the seams.

If necessary, square up the side triangles.
Sew the rows together, alternating A and B rows.


To make binding, piece width of fabric pieces end to end. Fold in half lengthwise, wrong sides together. Press.

Attach binding. Fold to backside, press and stitch down using your preferred method.

DESIGN NOTE:

Make a truly scrappy version by using a different fabric for each piece. The lower hexie portion will require scraps at least 4 1/2" x 9 3/4". The upper portions use scraps at least 4 1/2" x 5 1/4".

This fat quarter bundle had 18 sku’s.

This quilt was made from Hotel Fredericksted by Jennifer Paganelli for Free Spirit.

For more inspiration, ideas and projects, please visit my website at 100billionstars.com